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(Abstract)

Ph.D Registration of JRF awardees—UGC-JRF/DBT-JRF/ DST-JRF(INSPRI)/ GATE-
Modifications- Approved – Orders issued

============================================

ACADEMIC E I SECTION

Dated, Thiruvananthapuram, 11/06/2018

============================================
Read:  
2. U.O.No.Ac.EI/2017 dated 12/12/2017
3. Item No. 33.21.A18 of the Minutes of the meeting of the Syndicate held on 24.03.2018

ORDER

UGC/CSIR-JRF awardees are being permitted to join for the fellowship first and to apply
for registration in the subsequent session and they are granted Ph.D registration with effect from the
date of joining the fellowship vide U.O read as (1) above. The said provision has been extended to
other Central time bound JRF awardees viz. DBT-JRF/ DST-JRF(INSPRI)/ GATE also, vide U.O read
as (2) above.

The Syndicate at its meeting held on 24.03.2018 vide item read as (3) above considered the
request of a JRF awardee who had failed to register for Ph.D registration in the next session after
joining the research centre and resolved that the Clause in the U.O.No.Ac.EI.B2/13401/2013 dated
04.04.2013 which reads as “to permit UGC/CSIR-JRF awardees to join for the fellowship first and to
apply for registration in the subsequent session and to grant them Ph.D registration with effect from the
date of joining the fellowship” to be modified as “to permit UGC/CSIR-JRF awardees to join for the
fellowship first and to apply for registration in the next immediate session and to grant them Ph.D
registration with effect from the date of joining the fellowship.”

Sanction has, therefore, been accorded by the Vice-Chancellor for implementing the above
resolution and to modify the U.O read as (1) above and to effect the same modification in the U.O read
as (2) above.

The U.Os read as (1) and (2) above stands modified to this extent.
Orders are issued accordingly.

Sd/-
SHILA BEEVI N
Deputy Registrar (Acad.III)
For Registrar

Copy to:
1. Heads of all University Teaching/Research Departments/Research Centres (to be downloaded from
   the website www.research.keraluniversity.ac.in)
2. The PS to VC/PVC
3. The PRO/Reception Officer
4. The PA to Registrar/FO/CE
5. The Director, Computer Centre
6. Ac.EII/Ac.EV/ Ac.EV/ Ac.EVII
7. Stock file/ File Copy/ Office Copy

For Forwarded/By Order
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